
The inspiring dialogue on the global 
energy transition continues with high-level 
participants from politics, industry, science 
and civil society with a special focus on:

 integrated energy transition
 geopolitics
 digitalisation
 structural change

Energiewende – New Horizons 
#betd2019

www.energydialogue.berlin
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5th Berlin Energy Transition Dialogue
9 – 10 April 2019  

at the Federal Foreign Office in Berlin, Germany
Experience the full range of Energiewende events 

during the Berlin Energy Week from 8 – 12 April 2019

Be part of the



Watch it on our Berlin 
Energy Transition Dialogue 

YouTube channel!

REVIEW OF THE 
BERLIN ENERGY TRANSITION DIALOGUE 2018

2,000+
participants

90+
countries

40
ministers and state 

secretaries

100+
high-level speakers 

in 20 sessions

92 million media reach 
& 10 million social 

media reach

More than 2,000 international decision makers came 
together during the two-day conference to discuss the 
fundamental transition of the global energy sector.
 

Highlights of the Berlin Energy Transition  
Dialogue (BETD) 2018
Participants discussed innovative concepts and  
shaped the political discourse:

 50 official state delegations
 37 government-to-government dialogues
 27 business-to-government dialogues
 excellent networking opportunities
 140 international journalists reported from 

 the conference

Accelerating an innovative energy transition integrating all sectors

The Green Energiewende Sofa is the icon of the Berlin 
Energy Transition Dialogue. It travels the world and collects 
statements and views on the #Energiewende at major 
conferences and events. 

 30+ stops, 500+ VIPs, 3,000+ visitors
 10 million social media reach
 120,000+ km of travelling (carbon offset)



Women’s Lunch

 Fostering the female voice in the 
 energy transition 
 Peer-to-peer exchange among 

 leading female energy experts
 125 international participants in 2018

Networking event of the Federal 
Ministry for Economic Affairs and 
Energy

The German Energy Solutions Initiative of the Federal 
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy gathers 
together interested participants of the BETD to learn 
about German-made climate-friendly energy solutions 
and connect them with German company representatives.

Meet German industry!

 Organised by German energy associations
 In-depth knowledge from energy experts
 Wide variety of energy-transition-related topics

 10 fascinating guided tours with more than 
 130 participants to the hubs of the German 
 Energiewende
 Meet visionary entrepreneurs, technology 

 developers, leading researchers and energy experts
 Topics include: renewable energy technology 

 producers, self-sufficient energy communities,   
 energy suppliers, self-driving vehicles and future  
 mobility concepts, and a variety of energy-efficiency  
 applications

Evening reception of the BETD & 
Start Up Energy Transition Award 
ceremony

The evening reception is one of the highlights of the Berlin 
Energy Transition Dialogue, serving as the melting pot 
of the Berlin Energy Week. Guests of the BETD come 
together with the Start Up Energy Transition Tech Festival 
participants to witness the recognition of the top start ups 
from the Start Up Energy Transition Award. 

Guided tours – experience how the energy 
transition is becoming a reality!

OFFICIAL SIDE EVENTS OF THE 
BERLIN ENERGY TRANSITION DIALOGUE



EventHorizon – Global Summit on Blockchain Technology 
in the Energy Sector – is the annual event centred on 
energy blockchain solutions for a future based solely  
on renewable resources.

The Urban Energy Forum discusses issues regarding 
the energy transition in urban environments at international 
level. Global and Berlin-based enterprises and experts 
review and discuss the latest trends in sector coupling 
in urban areas providing an extensive B2B platform for 
energy businesses.

EVENTENNTT 2018

www.urbanenergyforum.comwww.eventhorizon2018.com

BERLIN ENERGY WEEK 
AT A GLANCE

The conference sets the stage for the Berlin Energy Week: 
over the course of one whole week, unique hands-on  
experiences of the energy transition, along with official 
side events and guided tours, receptions, business-to-
government formats, workshops and conferences bring 
together the who‘s who of the global energy transition.

 More than 30 cutting-edge sessions and events
 High-level participants from politics, industry   

 and the tech scene
 Excellent networking opportunities

In 2018, the Berlin Energy Week comprised 
the following events:

The Dialogue continues 
in April 2019!

#betd2019

The Start Up Energy Transition Tech Festival is an 
outstanding opportunity to mingle with high-level 
international decision makers, business leaders, 
investors, entrepreneurs, blockchain experts and 
ambitious fresh minds.
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